Telos® Corporation offers technology solutions and services that empower and protect the world’s most security-conscious enterprises. We empower our customers with secure solutions that leverage cloud technology, real-time collaboration, and mobile communications. We protect vital assets that include the critical operational and tactical systems of our customers so they can safely conduct their global missions. We serve organizations in highly regulated industries including members of the Fortune 500; the United States military; intelligence and federal civilian agencies; state and local government and educational institutions; and allied nations around the world.

Understand your risk. Reduce your attack surface.
Two of the greatest priorities for protecting your organization in the cyber domain are understanding and managing risk and reducing your digital attack surface. With nearly three decades’ experience in defending globally connected enterprises, Telos delivers the capabilities you need for cyber situational awareness, cyber threat protection, and effective response when a breach inevitably occurs.

Telos: A singular record of accomplishments in information and cybersecurity.
- Conducted assessments for and defended the most attacked networks in the world
- The Xacta® solution is the database of record for the U.S Intelligence Community
- Telos is an authorized provider for TSA PreCheck® enrollment services
- Integrator of record for the largest identity management application in the U.S. federal government
- Selected by Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure for cloud compliance solutions
- Identity vetting application deployed at more than 100 airports and airlines across the U.S.
- Authorized by the FBI to provide real-time identity background checks
- Delivers systems, transport, operations, and support for Air Combat Command Defensive Cyber Operations
- Provides secured organizational messaging in the U.S. DOD, diplomatic corps, and other federal agencies

Key Information
Headquarters: Ashburn, VA
Website: www.telos.com
Toll-free: 1-800-444-9628 | 1-703-724-3800
Sales: 1-800-70-TELOS | info@telos.com
Telos CyberProtect Partner Program: www.telos.com/partners/
Customer Support: 1-800-999-9987 | support@telos.com

Awards and Affiliations
- Member, Global Cyber Alliance
- James S. Cogswell Outstanding Industrial Security Achievement Award

Certifications and Facilities
- CMMI-DEV Level 3
- ISO 9001:2015
- ISO/IEC 20000-1:2018
- ISO/IEC 27001:2013

Telos Core Values
Always with integrity, at Telos we:
- Build trusted relationships
- Work hard together
- Design and deliver superior solutions, and
- Have fun doing it

Awards | Certifications | Affiliations
Select Customers
Telos serves commercial organizations, U.S. defense, intelligence, and federal agencies, the U.S. military, and global allies, including:
- Aegon
- Amazon Web Services
- The Boeing Company
- CITI
- CloudCheckr
- Department of State
- Department of Homeland Security
- Department of Defense
- FedEx
- General Services Administration
- Intelligence Community
- Lockheed Martin
- Microsoft
- Novo Nordisk
- Oracle
- Prudential
- Rackspace
- Raytheon
- Salesforce
- SAP
- Transportation Services Administration
- U.S. Armed Forces
- Verizon
- Zscaler

Doing Business with Telos
- AWS Marketplace
- Azure Marketplace
- Telos GSA Schedule GS-35F-162DA
- Telos ID GSA Schedule GS-35F-0035V
- 2GIT 47QTCA21A0008 BPA
- Alliant 2 47QTC18D0035 | IDIQ
- ITES-3H W52P1J-16-D-0006

Cybersecurity
Our pedigree in cybersecurity and information assurance spans three decades, with enterprise solutions for cyber risk management, critical asset security, and identity trust.

- **Xacta**: Automate cyber risk management and continuous compliance processes for systems based in the cloud, on premises, and in hybrid environments.
- **Telos Ghost®**: An anonymous network that protects users, critical resources, confidential communications, and online strategic and cyber threat research.
- **IDTrust360®**: Secure your IT infrastructure with modular digital identity services that transform your identity environment for business and consumer requirements.
- **Telos Advanced Cyber Analytics**: Actionable intelligence at speed and scale to defend your organization against advanced cyber threats.

**Cybersecurity services.** Capabilities and counsel for your organization including security assessments, engineering, and operations, penetration testing, and digital forensics.

Cloud Security
Telos smooths your move to the cloud and protects your cloud-based assets with secure migration services and solutions that enable continuous compliance with industry and government security standards.

- **Secure cloud migration.** Telos cloud security personnel assist customers with their move to the cloud while ensuring that the proposed solution architecture abides by the customer’s security policies and standards and the cloud host’s best practices.

- **Cloud security compliance.** Telos has optimized its Xacta solution for risk management and security compliance of cloud-based workloads to eliminate barriers to cloud migrations and achieve continuous compliance in the cloud.

Enterprise Security
Telos ensures that your personnel can work securely and productively across and beyond the enterprise to achieve your organization’s goals.

- **Secure networks.** Our secure network solutions help transform government and commercial organizations for mission success. We offer innovative technical expertise, global reach, and strategic partnerships to develop and deliver the capabilities that today’s enterprises need most.

- **Secure mobility.** Our background in delivering solutions in the most challenging mobile networking environments enables you to connect to any information source from anywhere, at any classification level, over any wireless medium, using any device.

- **Identity management.** Telos is the leading provider of identity assurance services to the aviation industry, is an FBI-certified channeler, and manages the federal government’s largest identity application.

- **Secure communications.** Telos Automated Messaging Handling System (AMHS) maximizes the efficiency of secure messaging for more than 70 military, defense, intelligence, and civilian agencies operating around the world.

- **Network management and defense.** We provide the full spectrum of managed services and solutions for operating, administering, and defending complex enterprise networks.